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Written by John Horace Tobin, Tobin’s Spirit
Guide is an invaluable resource. A compilation
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This handy lab gadget detects the wearer’s
emotional state, whether they’re lying or not,
and their archetype be that movie star, fertility
goddess, or demon from the Ninth Circle of Hell.

Great for filming the antics of ghosts for
research purposes but usually used to capture a
Ghostbuster’s more embarrassing moments for
Youtube.

A highly useful device for tracking radiation
fluctuations from radioactive ghosts . . . . or
leaks in small, unlicensed nuclear accelerators.

of various supernatural occurrences, entities,
and facts.

of various supernatural occurrences, entities,
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Detects and measures the strength of
radiation.

Contains useful facts dispensed by the
Ghostmaster. Use Brains Trait or
Occult Talent to find information.

Contains useful facts dispensed by the
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Shows subject’s emotional state and
essence of archetype.

Records video, which can be reviewed,
shared, posted online, or—with a
computer—edited. Some ghosts even
react differently when on camera.
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For when you need to make yourself heard over
the hubbub of a cocktail party or for telling a
ghost to surrender before you move in on it.

This great package includes a huge inflatable
beachball, a volleyball net, volleyball,
sunglasses, sturdy beach umbrella, stereo,
loads of sun-tan lotion, double-sized beach
towels, Frisbee, and a cooler you can fill with
beverages to celebrate a successful job.

Air tank, mask, snorkel, and fins. We’ll let you
guess what it can be used for. Hint: SCUBA is an
acronym.

Climbing gear includes pitons, climbing
hammer, rope, clamps, and harness
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Using proper climbing gear lets you
roll 3 extra dice when using Muscles
or Climb to scale a Matterhorn, or a
skyscraper, or an elevator shaft.
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Allows user to make more noise than
anyone else.

Triples fun at the beach.

Allows breathing under water and
faster movement using a Muscles roll
or the Swim Talent.

